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KEY=FRAME - HOLMES MALIK
Havisham A Novel Inspired by Dickens’s Great Expectations Picador HAVISHAM IS THE ASTONISHING PRELUDE TO CHARLES
DICKENS'S GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Before she became the immortal and haunting Miss Havisham of Great Expectations, she was
Catherine, a young woman with all of her dreams ahead of her. Spry, imperious, she is the daughter of a wealthy brewer. But she is
never far from the smell of hops and the arresting letters on the brewhouse wall—HAVISHAM—a reminder of all she owes to the family
name and the family business. Sent by her father to stay with the Chadwycks, Catherine discovers elegant pastimes to remove the
taint of her family's new money. But for all her growing sophistication, Catherine is anything but worldly, and when a charismatic
stranger pays her attention, everything—her heart, her future, the very Havisham name—is vulnerable. In Havisham, Ronald Frame
unfurls the psychological trauma that made young Catherine into Miss Havisham and cursed her to a life alone, roaming the halls of
the mansion in the tatters of the dress she wore for the wedding she was never to have. A Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of 2013
Time in Carnbeg Short Stories Birlinn A small Perthshire spa town in Scotland is the setting for this interweaving collection of
stories linked by people and place.Ronald Frames deceptively gentle writing spins a taut web of desire, betrayal and loss as his
characters play outtheir roles in the intimate and claustrophobic amphitheatre of Carnbeg. Sandmouth People Vintage In een saai
stadje aan de Engelse zuidkust gebeurt er op St. Georges̕ day in de jaren vijftig iets onverwachts. The Kingdoms Bloomsbury
Publishing USA For fans of The 7 1⁄2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle and David Mitchell, a genre bending, time twisting alternative history
that asks whether it's worth changing the past to save the future, even if it costs you everyone you've ever loved. Joe Tournier has a
bad case of amnesia. His ﬁrst memory is of stepping oﬀ a train in the nineteenth-century French colony of England. The only clue Joe
has about his identity is a century-old postcard of a Scottish lighthouse that arrives in London the same month he does. Written in
illegal English-instead of French-the postcard is signed only with the letter “M,” but Joe is certain whoever wrote it knows him far
better than he currently knows himself, and he's determined to ﬁnd the writer. The search for M, though, will drive Joe from Frenchruled London to rebel-owned Scotland and ﬁnally onto the battle ships of a lost empire's Royal Navy. In the process, Joe will remake
history, and himself. From bestselling author Natasha Pulley, The Kingdoms is an epic, wildly original novel that bends genre as easily
as it twists time. Penelope's Hat Penelope Milne, a novelist, uses hats in a succession of shapes, styles, and colors, both to reveal
and disguise herself as she works on a novel that becomes the ﬁctional testament to her life of coincidence, dishonesty, and love
Hyde HMH “An ingenious revision” of Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic Gothic story told through the eyes of the ﬁend (The New York
Times Book Review). Mr. Hyde is trapped, locked in Dr. Jekyll’s house, certain of his inevitable capture. As the dreadful hours pass, he
has the chance, ﬁnally, to tell his side of the story—one of buried dreams and dark lusts, both liberating and obscured in the gaslit fog
of Victorian London’s sordid backstreets. Summoned to life by strange potions, Hyde knows not when or how long he will have control
of “the body.” When dormant, he watches Dr. Jekyll from a distance, conscious of this other, high-class life but without inﬂuence. As
the experiment continues, their mutual existence is threatened, not only by the uncertainties of untested science, but also by a
mysterious stalker. Hyde is being taunted—possibly framed. Girls have gone missing; a murder has been committed. And someone is
always watching from the shadows. In the blur of this shared consciousness, can Hyde ever truly know if these crimes were committed
by his hands? Narrated by Hyde, this serpentine tale about the nature of evil, addiction, and the duality of man “delivers a new look at
this enigmatic character and intriguing possible explanations for Jekyll’s behavior” (The Washington Post, Five Best Thrillers of 2014).
“Hyde brings into the light the various horrors still hidden in the dark heart of Stevenson’s classic tale . . . a blazing triumph of the
gothic imagination.” —Patrick McGrath, author of Asylum “Earthy, lurid, and unsparing . . . a worthy companion to its predecessor. It’s
rich in gloomy, moody atmosphere (Levine’s London has a brutal steampunk quality), and its narrator’s plight is genuinely poignant.”
—The New York Times Book Review, Editors’ Choice The Typewriter's Tale A Novel St. Martin's Press “Live all you can; it’s a
mistake not to.” This is the maxim of celebrated author Henry James and one which his typist Frieda Wroth tries to live up to. Admiring
of the great author, she nevertheless feels marginalized and undervalued in her role. But when the dashing Morton Fullerton comes to
visit, Frieda ﬁnds herself at the center of an intrigue every bit as engrossing as the novels she types, bringing her into conﬂict with the
ﬂamboyant Edith Wharton, and compromising her loyalty to James. The Typewriter’s Tale by Michiel Heyns is a thought-provoking
novel on love, art and life fully lived. Wide Sargasso Sea W. W. Norton & Company Beautiful and wealthy Antoinette Cosway's
passionate love for an English aristocrat threatens to destroy her idyllic West Indian island existence and her very life Mr. Rochester
Grand Central Publishing "A CRACKING-GOOD READ!"-- People, Best New Books A deft and irresistible retelling of Charlotte Bronte¿s
beloved classic Jane Eyre--from the point of view of the dashing, mysterious Mr. Rochester himself. For 170 years, Edward Fairfax
Rochester has stood as one of literature's most complex and captivating romantic heroes. Sometimes cruel, sometimes tender, Jane
Eyre's mercurial master at Thornﬁeld Hall has mesmerized, beguiled, and, yes, baﬄed fans of Charlotte Brontv¿'s masterpiece for
generations. But his own story has never been told. We ﬁrst meet this brilliant, tormented hero as a motherless boy roaming
Thornﬁeld's lonely corridors. On the morning of Edward's eighth birthday, his father issues a decree: He is to be sent away to get an
education, exiled from all he ever loved. Young Edward's journey will take him across working-class England and the decadence of
continental Europe before he lands on the warm, languid shores of faraway Jamaica, where his inheritance lies. That island, however,
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holds secrets of its own, and Edward soon grows entangled in morally dubious business dealings and a passionate, whirlwind love
aﬀair with the town's ravishing heiress, Bertha Antoinetta Mason. Eventually, in the wake of a devastating betrayal, Edward must
return to England with his increasingly unstable wife to take over as master of Thornﬁeld. And it is there, on a twilight ride, that he
meets the stubborn, plain young governess who will steal his heart and teach him how to love again. Mr. Rochester is a sweeping
coming-of-age story and a stirring tale of adventure, romance, and deceit. Faithful in every particular to Brontv¿'s original yet full of
unexpected twists and riveting behind-the-scenes drama, this novel will completely, deliciously, and forever change how we read and
remember Jane Eyre. Owls Do Cry A Novel Catapult First published in New Zealand in 1957, Owls Do Cry, was Janet Frame's second
book and the ﬁrst of her thirteen novels. Now approaching its 60th anniversary, it is securely a landmark in Frame's catalog and
indeed a landmark of modernist literature. The novel spans twenty years in the Withers family, tracing Daphne's coming of age into a
post–war New Zealand too narrow to know what to make of her. She is deemed mad, institutionalized, and made to undergo a risky
lobotomy. Margaret Drabble calls Owls Do Cry "a song of survival"—it is Daphne's song of survival but also the author's: Frame was
herself misdiagnosed with schizophrenia and scheduled for brain surgery. She was famously saved only when she won New Zealand's
premier ﬁction prize. Frame was among the ﬁrst major writers of the twentieth century to confront life in mental institutions and Owls
Do Cry is important for this perspective. But it is equally valuable for its poetry, its incisive satire, and its acute social observations. A
sensitively rendered portrait of childhood and adolescence and a testament to the power of imagination, this early novel is a ﬁrst–rate
example of Frame's powerful, lyric, and original prose. A Saint from Texas Bloomsbury Publishing USA From Edmund White, a bold
and sweeping new novel that traces the extraordinary fates of twin sisters, one destined for Parisian nobility and the other for Catholic
sainthood. Yvette and Yvonne Crawford are twin sisters, born on a humble patch of East Texas prairie but bound for far more dramatic
and tragic fates. Just as an untold fortune of oil lies beneath their daddy's land, both girls harbor their own secrets and dreams-ones
that will carry them far from Texas and from each other. As the decades unfold, Yvonne will ascend the highest ranks of Parisian
society as Yvette gives herself to a lifetime of worship and service in the streets of Jericó, Colombia. And yet, even as they remake
themselves in their radically diﬀerent lives, the twins ﬁnd that the bonds of family and the past are unbreakable. Spanning the 1950s
to the recent past, Edmund White's marvelous novel serves up an immensely pleasurable epic of two Texas women as their lives
traverse varied worlds: the swaggering opulence of the Dallas nouveau riche, the airless pretension of the Paris gratin, and the strict
piety of a Colombian convent. For nearly half a century, Edmund White's work has revitalized American literature, blithely breaking
down boundaries of class and sexuality, and A Saint From Texas is one of his most joyous, gorgeously written, and piercing works to
date. Jack Maggs A Novel Vintage The Booker Prize-winning author of Oscar and Lucinda returns to the nineteenth century in an
utterly captivating mystery. The year is 1837 and a stranger is prowling London. He is Jack Maggs, an illegal returnee from the prison
island of Australia. He has the demeanor of a savage and the skills of a hardened criminal, and he is risking his life on seeking
vengeance and reconciliation. Installing himself within the household of the genteel grocer Percy Buckle, Maggs soon attracts the
attention of a cross section of London society. Saucy Mercy Larkin wants him for a mate. The writer Tobias Oates wants to possess his
soul through hypnosis. But Maggs is obsessed with a plan of his own. And as all the various schemes converge, Maggs rises into the
center, a dark looming ﬁgure, at once frightening, mysterious, and compelling. Not since Caleb Carr's The Alienist have the shadowy
city streets of the nineteenth century lit up with such mystery and romance. The Lantern Bearers Gerald Duckworth Girl in a Blue
Dress A Novel Inspired by the Life and Marriage of Charles Dickens Crown This dazzling debut novel brings the spirit of
Catherine Dickens--the cast-oﬀ wife of Charles Dickens--to life in the form of Dorothea “Dodo” Gibson, a woman who is doomed to live
in the shadow of her husband, Alfred, the most celebrated author in the Victorian world. Girl in a Blue Dress opens on the day of
Alfred’s funeral. Dorothea is not among the throngs in attendance when The One and Only is laid to rest. Her mourning must take
place within the walls of her modest apartment, a parting gift from Alfred as he ushered her out of their shared home and his life more
than a decade earlier. Even her own children, save her outspoken daughter Kitty, are not there to oﬀer her comfort--they were
poisoned against her when Alfred publicly declared her an unﬁt wife and mother. Though she refuses to don the proper mourning
attire, Dodo cannot bring herself to demonize her late husband, something that comes all too easily to Kitty. Instead, she reﬂects on
their time together: their clandestine and passionate courtship, when he was a force of nature and she a willing follower; and the
salad days of their marriage, before too many children sapped her vitality and his interest. She uncovers the frighteningly hypnotic
power of the celebrity author she married. Now liberated from his hold on her, Dodo ﬁnds the courage to face her adult children, the
sister who betrayed her, and the charming actress who claimed her husband’s love and left her heart aching. A sweeping tale of love
and loss that was long-listed for both the Man Booker Prize and the Orange Prize, Girl in a Blue Dress is both an intimate peek at the
woman who was behind one of literature’s most esteemed men and a fascinating rumination on marriage that will resonate across
centuries. The Splendor Before the Dark A Novel of the Emperor Nero Penguin Nero’s ascent to the throne was only the
beginning....Now Margaret George, the author of The Confessions of Young Nero, weaves a web of politics and passion, as ancient
Rome’s most infamous emperor cements his place in history. With the beautiful and cunning Poppaea at his side, Nero commands the
Roman empire, ushering in an unprecedented era of artistic and cultural splendor. Although he has yet to produce an heir, his power
is unquestioned. But in the tenth year of his reign, a terrifying prophecy comes to pass and a ﬁre engulfs Rome, reducing entire
swaths of the city to rubble. Rumors of Nero’s complicity in the blaze start to sow unrest among the populace—and the politicians....
For better or worse, Nero knows that his fate is now tied to Rome’s—and he vows to rebuild it as a city that will stun the world. But
there are those who ﬁnd his rampant quest for glory dangerous. Throughout the empire, false friends and spies conspire against him,
not understanding what drives him to undertake the impossible. Nero will either survive and be the ﬁrst in his family to escape the
web of betrayals that is the Roman court, or be ensnared and remembered as the last radiance of the greatest dynasty the world has
ever known. “A resplendent novel ﬁlled with the gilt and marble of the ancient world.”—C. W. Gortner, author of The Romanov
Empress The Hunger Of The Wolf HarperCollins Hunters found his body naked in the snow. So begins this breakout book from
Stephen Marche, whose last work of ﬁction was described by the New York Times Book Review as “maybe the most exciting mash-up
of literary genres since David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas.” The body in the snow is that of Ben Wylie, the heir to America’s secondwealthiest business dynasty, and it is found in a remote patch of northern Canada. Far away, in post-crash New York, Jamie Cabot, the
son of the Wylie family’s housekeepers, must ﬁgure out how and why Ben died. He knows the answer lies in the tortured history of the
Wylie family, who over three generations built up their massive holdings into several billion dollars’ worth of real estate, oil, and
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information systems despite a terrible family secret they must keep from the world. The threads of the Wylie men’s destinies, both
ﬁnancial and supernatural, lead twistingly but inevitably to the naked body in the snow and a ﬁnal, chilling revelation. The Hunger of
the Wolf is a novel about what it means to be a man in the world of money. It is a story of fathers and sons, about secrets that are
kept within families, and about the cost of the tension between the public face and the private soul. Spanning from the mills of
Depression-era Pittsburgh to the Swinging London of the 1960s, from desolate Alberta to the factories of present-day China, here is a
bold and breathtakingly ambitious work of ﬁction that uses the story of a single family to capture the way we live now: an epic, genrebusting tale of money, morality, and the American Dream. The House Between Tides Cargo Publishing A beautiful debut novel set
in the Outer Hebrides, The House Between Tides strips back layers of the past to reveal a dark mystery. In the present day, Hetty
Deveraux returns to the family home of Muirlan House on a remote Hebridean island estate following the untimely death of her
parents. Torn between selling the house and turning it into a hotel, Hetty undertakes urgent repairs, accidentally uncovering human
remains. Who has been lying beneath the ﬂoorboards for a century? Were they murdered? Through diaries and letters she ﬁnds, Hetty
discovers that the house was occupied at the turn of the century by distant relative Beatrice Blake, a young aristocratic woman
recently married to renowned naturalist and painter, Theodore Blake. With socialist and suﬀragist leanings Beatrice is soon in conﬂict
with her autocratic new husband, who is distant, and wrapped up in Cameron, a young man from the island. As Beatrice is also drawn
to Cameron, life for them becomes dangerous, sparking a chain of events that will change many lives, leaving Hetty to assemble the
jigsaw of clues piece by piece one hundred years later, as she obsessively chases the truth. In The House Between Tides, author Sarah
Maine uses her skills as a storyteller to create an utterly compelling historical mystery set in a haunting and beautifully evoked
location. 'Last night, debut author Maine dreamed of a contemporary spin on classic Gothic tropes. Orphan Hetty Deveraux has
inherited a crumbling, wind-battered mansion on a remote Muirland Island in western Scotland, "on the edge of the world." The day
she arrives to inspect her new property, however, local assessor James Cameron has found a skeleton beneath the ﬂoorboards. Who is
it, and how long has it been there? Abandoned since the war, the house was the refuge of Theo Blake, a Turner-esque painter-turnedmad recluse and a distant relative of Hetty's. At loose ends since the deaths of her parents, Hetty hopes restoring the house will serve
as a new beginning. Meanwhile, in 1910, Theo Blake brings his new bride to Muirland House, whose landscapes have inspired some of
his most famous paintings. Maine skillfully balances a Daphne du Maurier atmosphere with a Barbara Vine-like psychological mystery
as she guides the reader back and forth on these storylines. The two narrative threads are united by the theme of conservation versus
exploitation: Muirland is a habitat for several species of rare birds, threatened in the 1910 plot by Blake's determination to kill and
mount them for his collection and in the 2010 story by Hetty's half-formed plans to transform Muirland House into a luxury hotel. Local
man Cameron wants to see the island preserved as "a precious place, wild and unspoiled, a sanctuary for more than just the birds."
The setting emerges as the strongest personality in this compelling story, evoking passion in the characters as ﬁerce as the storms
which always lurk on the horizon. A debut historical thriller which deftly blends classic suspense with modern themes.' Kirkus 'Muirlan
Island in Scotland's Outer Hebrides provides the sensuous setting for British author Maine's impressive debut, which charts the
parallel quests of two women a century apart. [...] Vivid descriptions of the island's landscape and weather enhance this beautifully
crafted novel.' Publisher's Weekly 'There is an echo of Daphne du Maurier's Rebeca in Sarah Maine's appealing debut noel, when
human remains are found beneath the ﬂoorboards of a derelict mansion on a Scottish island... a highly readable debut.' Independent
'A tremendous accomplishment. So assured, so well-judged, and with such an involving story to tell, this might be the author's ﬁfth or
sixth novel, not her ﬁrst. A literary star is born!' Ronald Frame, author of The Lantern Bearers and Havisham All Sorrows Can Be
Borne Inspired by true events, All Sorrows Can Be Borne is the story of Noriko Ito, a Japanese woman faced with unimaginable
circumstances that force her to give up her son to save her husband. Set in Hiroshima, Osaka, and the badlands of eastern Montana
and spanning the start of World War II to 1982, this breathtaking novel is told primarily in the voice of Noriko, a feisty aspiring actress
who fails her audition to enter the Takarazuka Theater Academy. Instead, she takes the "part" of a waitress at a European-style
tearoom in Osaka where she meets the mysterious and handsome manager, Ichiro Uchida. They fall in love over music and marry.
Soon after Noriko becomes pregnant during their seaside honeymoon, Ichiro is diagnosed with tuberculosis destroying their dreams.
Noriko gives birth to a healthy baby boy, but to give the child a better life, Ichiro convinces her to give the toddler to his older sister
and her Japanese-American husband, who live in Montana. Noriko holds on to the belief that this inconceivable sacriﬁce will lead to her
husband's recovery. What happens next is unexpected and shocking and will aﬀect Noriko for the rest of her life. Eighteen years later,
her son enlists in the U.S. Navy and is sent to Japan. Finally, he is set to meet his birth mother, but their reunion cracks open the pain
and suﬀering Noriko has endured. With depth and tenderness, All Sorrows Can Be Borne is a harrowing and beautifully written novel
that explores how families are shaped by political and economic circumstances, tremendous loss and ultimately forgiveness. Women
of the Dunes A Novel Simon and Schuster A beautifully told and intriguing mystery about two generations of Scottish women united
by blood, an obsession with the past, and a long-hidden body, from the author of The House Between Tides. Libby Snow has always
felt the pull of Ullaness, a headland on Scotland’s sea-lashed western coast where a legend has taken root. At its center is Ulla, an
eighth-century Norsewoman whose uncertain fate was entangled with two warring brothers and a man who sought to save her. Libby
ﬁrst heard the stories from her grandmother, who had learned it from her own forebear, Ellen, a maid at Sturrock House. The
Sturrocks have owned the land where Ulla dwelled for generations, and now Libby, an archaeologist, has their permission to excavate
a mysterious mound, which she hopes will cast light on the legend’s truth. But before she can begin, storms reveal the unexpected:
the century-old bones of an unidentiﬁed man. The discovery triggers Libby’s memories of family stories about Ellen, of her strange
obsession with Ulla, and of her violent past at Sturrock House. As Libby digs deeper, she unravels a recurring story of love, tragedy,
and threads that bind the past to the present. And as she learns more of Rodri Sturrock, the landowner’s brother, she realizes these
forces are still at work, and that she has her own role to play in Ulla’s dark legend. Fortune Peepal Tree Press Eddie Wade has
recently returned from the US oilﬁelds. He is determined to sink his own well and make his fortune in the 1920s Trinidad oil-rush. His
sights are set on Sonny Chatterjee's failing cocoa estate, Kushi, where the ground is so full of oil you can put a stick in the ground and
see it bubble up. When a fortuitous meeting with businessman Tito Fernandez brings Eddie the investor he desperately needs, the
three men enter into a partnership. A friendship between Tito and Eddie begins that will change their lives forever, not least when the
oil starts gushing. But their partnership also brings Eddie into contact with Ada, Tito's beautiful wife, and as much as they try, they
cannot avoid the attraction they feel for each other. Fortune, based on true events, catches Trinidad at a moment of historical change
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whose consequences reverberate down to present concerns with climate change and environmental destruction. As a story of love
and ambition, its focus is on individuals so enmeshed in their desires that they blindly enter the territory of classic Greek tragedy
where actions always have consequences. Gee Whiz Knopf Books for Young Readers Soon after her yearling, Jack, begins working
with professional trainers at a nearby ranch, Abby Lovitt takes responsibility for a very large, very smart, and very curious retired
racehorse named Gee Whiz. The Routledge History of Literature in English Britain and Ireland Psychology Press This is a guide
to the main developments in the history of British and Irish literature, charting some of the main features of literary language
development and highlighting key language topics. Death of a Schoolgirl Penguin In her classic tale, Charlotte Brontë introduced
readers to the strong-willed and intelligent Jane Eyre. Picking up where Brontë left oﬀ, Jane’s life has settled into a comfortable
pattern: She and her beloved Edward Rochester are married and have an infant son. But Jane soon ﬁnds herself in the midst of new
challenges and threats to those she loves… Jane can’t help but fret when a letter arrives from Adèle Varens—Rochester’s ward,
currently at boarding school—warning that the girl’s life is in jeopardy. Although it means leaving her young son and invalid husband,
and despite never having been to a city of any size, Jane feels strongly compelled to go to London to ensure Adèle’s safety. But almost
from the beginning, Jane’s travels don’t go as planned—she is knocked about and robbed, and no one believes that the plain,
unassuming Jane could indeed be the wife of a gentleman; even the school superintendent takes her for an errant new teacher. But
most shocking to Jane is the discovery that Adèle’s schoolmate has recently passed away under very suspicious circumstances, yet no
one appears overly concerned. Taking advantage of the situation, Jane decides to pose as the missing instructor—and soon uncovers
several unsavory secrets, which may very well make her the killer’s next target… Crewel A Novel Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)
Deadly Secrets Tangled Lies Woven truths Incapable. Awkward. Artless. That's what the other girls whisper behind her back. But
sixteen-year-old Adelice Lewys has a secret: She wants to fail. Gifted with the ability to weave time with matter, she's exactly what
the Guild is looking for, and in the world of Arras, being chosen to work the looms is everything a girl could want. It means privilege,
eternal beauty, and being something other than a secretary. It also means the power to manipulate the very fabric of reality. But if
controlling what people eat, where they live, and how many children they have is the price of having it all, Adelice isn't interested. Not
that her feelings matter, because she slipped and used her hidden talent for a moment. Now she has one hour to eat her mom's
overcooked pot roast. One hour to listen to her sister's academy gossip and laugh at her dad's jokes. One hour to pretend everything's
okay. And one hour to escape. Because tonight, they'll come for her. Private Life A Novel Alfred a Knopf Incorporated As her
husband's obsessions with science take a darker turn on the eve of World War II, Margaret Mayﬁeld is forced to consider the life she
has so carefully constructed. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Thousand Acres. The Secret of Raven Point A Novel Simon
and Schuster From the award-winning author of Easter Island comes a powerful, “unputdownable” (Vogue.com) novel of love, loss,
and redemption amid the ruins of war-torn Italy. 1943: When seventeen-year-old Juliet Dufresne receives a cryptic letter from her
enlisted brother and then discovers that he’s been reported missing in action, she lies about her age and travels to the front lines as
an army nurse, determined to ﬁnd him. Shy and awkward, Juliet is thrust into the bloody chaos of a ﬁeld hospital, a sprawling
encampment north of Rome where she forges new friendships and is increasingly consumed by the plight of her patients. One in
particular, Christopher Barnaby, a deserter awaiting court martial, may hold the answer to her brother’s whereabouts—but the trauma
of war has left him catatonic. Racing against the clock, Juliet works with an enigmatic young psychiatrist, Dr. Henry Willard, to break
Barnaby’s silence before the authorities take him away. Plunged into the horrifying depths of one man’s memories of combat, Juliet
and Willard together plumb the moral nuances of a so-called “just war” and face the dangers of their own deepening emotional
connection. In vibrant, arresting prose, Vanderbes tells the story of one girl’s ﬁerce determination to ﬁnd her brother as she comes of
age in a time of unrelenting violence. An unforgettable war saga that captures the experiences of soldiers long after the battles have
ended, The Secret of Raven Point is heartbreaking, and ultimately uplifting: “The only disappointing thing about this book is that it has
to end” (Library Journal, starred review). The Bellini Madonna A Novel Macmillan Thomas Lynch was once a brilliant young art
historian. Now he is a disgraced, middle-aged art historian, overly fond of the bottle and of his fresh young students. But everything
will change now that he's on the trail of a lost masterpiece, a legendary Madonna by the Italian master Giovanni Bellini. Insinuating
himself into the crumbling English manor house where the painting may be concealed, Lynch attempts to gull the eccentric and
perversely beautiful women who live there—though he himself seems to be the pawn in this elaborate game. A Victorian diary that
draws Robert Browning into the painting's complicated provenance might provide the key—if only Lynch can manage to beat his hosts
in the search. In the end, it will be Lynch's own vulnerable heart that betrays the betrayer. Interlaced with complex clues and hidden
jokes, The Bellini Madonna reels from the lush English countryside to the sternly lovely hill towns of the Veneto, from the ﬁfteenth
century to the twenty-ﬁrst. It is a spectacularly original debut. Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama Jane
Austen's Letters Oxford University Press The fourth edition of Jane Austen's Letters incorporates the ﬁndings of new scholarship to
enrich our understanding of Austen and give us the fullest view yet of her life and family. The biographical and topographical indexes
have been updated, a new subject index has been created, and the contents of the notes added to the general index. A Glossary of
Literary Terms Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end, this handy reference of literary terms is bound
to be of invaluable assistance to any student of English literature. Havisham A Novel Inspired by Dicken's Great Expectations
(Sound Recording -- Playaway) Havisham is the astonishing prelude to Charles Dickens's Great Expectations. Sound and
Literature Cambridge University Press What does it mean to write in and about sound? How can literature, seemingly a silent, visual
medium, be sound-bearing? This volume considers these questions by attending to the energy generated by the sonic in literary
studies from the late nineteenth century to the present. Sound, whether understood as noise, music, rhythm, voice or vibration, has
long shaped literary cultures and their scholarship. In original chapters written by leading scholars in the ﬁeld, this book tunes in to
the literary text as a site of vocalisation, rhythmics and dissonance, as well as an archive of soundscapes, modes of listening, and
sound technologies. Sound and Literature is unique for the breadth and plurality of its approach, and for its interrogation and
methodological mapping of the ﬁeld of literary sound studies. A Far Better Rest Features Sydney Carton and other characters from
Charles Dickens' A tale of two cities. Death Of The Black-Haired Girl HarperCollins A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
“Fast-paced [and] riveting . . . Stone is one of our transcendently great American novelists.” — Madison Smartt Bell “Brilliant.” —
Washington Post At an elite college in a once-decaying New England city, Steven Brookman has come to a decision. A brilliant but
careless professor, he has determined that for the sake of his marriage, and his soul, he must end his relationship with Maud Stack,
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his electrifying student, whose papers are always late yet always incandescent. But Maud is a young woman whose passions are not
easily curtailed, and their union will quickly yield tragic and far-reaching consequences. Death of the Black-Haired Girl is an irresistible
tale of inﬁdelity, accountability, the allure of youth, the promise of absolution, and the notion that madness is everywhere, in plain
sight. “At once unsparing and generous in its vision of humanity, by turns propulsive and poetic, Death of the Black-Haired Girl is wise,
brave, and beautifully just.” — Boston Globe “Unsettling and tightly wrought—and a worthy cautionary tale about capital-C
consequences.” — Entertainment Weekly “A taut, forceful, lacerating novel, full of beautifully crafted language.” — Los Angeles
Review of Books A Separate Country Grand Central Publishing Set in New Orleans in the years after the Civil War, A Separate
Country is based on the incredible life of John Bell Hood, arguably one of the most controversial generals of the Confederate Army-and one of its most tragic ﬁgures. Robert E. Lee promoted him to major general after the Battle of Antietam. But the Civil War would
mark him forever. At Gettysburg, he lost the use of his left arm. At the Battle of Chickamauga, his right leg was amputated. Starting
fresh after the war, he married Anna Marie Hennen and fathered 11 children with her, including three sets of twins. But fate had other
plans. Crippled by his war wounds and defeat, ravaged by ﬁnancial misfortune, Hood had one last foe to battle: Yellow Fever. A
Separate Country is the heartrending story of a decent and good man who struggled with his inability to admit his failures-and the
story of those who taught him to love, and to be loved, and transformed him. Anything That Moves Renegade Chefs, Fearless
Eaters, and the Making of a New American Food Culture Penguin The popular New Yorker writer combines the style of Mary
Roach with the on-the-ground food savvy of Anthony Bourdain. Dana Goodyear’s narrative debut is a highly entertaining, revelatory
look into the raucous, strange, fascinatingly complex world of contemporary American food culture. At once an uproarious behind-thescenes adventure and a serious attempt to understand the implications of an emergent new cuisine, it introduces a cast of compelling
and unexpected characters—from Los Angeles Times critic Jonathan Gold, to a high-end Las Vegas purveyor of rare and exotic
ingredients, to the traﬃckers and promoters of raw milk and other forbidden products, to the hottest chefs who rely on them—all of
whom, along with today’s diners, are changing the face of American eating. Ultimately, Goodyear looks at what we eat, and tells us
who we are. As she places all of this within a vivid historical and cultural framework, she shows how these gathering culinary trends
may eventually shape the way all Americans dine. What emerges is a picture of America at a moment of transition, designing the
future as it reimagines the past. The Lord Won't Mind Open Road Media A four-month New York Times bestseller: This classic gay
love story is as gripping and sexy today as when it was ﬁrst published. Charlie Mills always played the role of the good grandson, and
his grandmother rewarded him for it handsomely in the form of all the gifts, money, and attention a boy could want. Entering college
in the late 1930s, Charlie just has to keep doing what his grandmother expects of him in order to continue to receive her gifts. He has
to ﬁnd a nice girl, get married, and have a few kids. Then one summer, he meets Peter Martin. Peter is everything that Charlie has
ever wanted. Despite all the obstacles, Charlie immediately craves and pursues Peter, who happily obliges him. As they grow closer,
Charlie is forced to choose between two options: complying with the expectations of society and family, or following the call of true
love. In this, the ﬁrst book of the Charlie & Peter Trilogy, Gordon Merrick creates an enduring portrait of two young men deeply in love,
and the tribulations they endure to express themselves and maintain their relationship. A Friend of the Family Algonquin Books
After his best friend's daughter, Laura, sets her sights on his son, Alec, Pete Dizinoﬀ sees his plans for a perfect son not just unraveling
but being destroyed completely and sets out to derail the romance. Culture and Imperialism Vintage A landmark work from the
author of Orientalism that explores the long-overlooked connections between the Western imperial endeavor and the culture that both
reﬂected and reinforced it. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as the Western powers built empires that stretched from
Australia to the West Indies, Western artists created masterpieces ranging from Mansﬁeld Park to Heart of Darkness and Aida. Yet
most cultural critics continue to see these phenomena as separate. Edward Said looks at these works alongside those of such writers
as W. B. Yeats, Chinua Achebe, and Salman Rushdie to show how subject peoples produced their own vigorous cultures of opposition
and resistance. Vast in scope and stunning in its erudition, Culture and Imperialism reopens the dialogue between literature and the
life of its time. Works
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